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STUDENT COUNCIL NOTES:

That ‘anti-Semitic attacks are on the rise in Britain’, with incidents such as brick attacks on
synagogues, anti-Jewish graffiti and even bomb threats occurring in recent years. 

That elements of Antisemitism has occurred, and reported upon within NUS over the last
number of years and actions have and are being undertaken. 

That UUSU has, to the current date, not had any known issues with regards to anti-Jewish
oppression, prejudice and hatred. 

That April Rosenblum, in her 2007 pamphlet ‘the past didn’t go anywhere: making
resistance to anti-Semitism part of all our movements’, expands in great detail on 
the nuances surrounding modern day anti-Jewish oppression and why it is 
absolutely vital to integrate a radical analysis of, and opposition to, all 
manifestations of anti-Jewish hatred and oppression into the work we already carry 
forward.

STUDENT COUNCIL BELIEVES:

That regardless of whether an anti-Semitism problem exists or not on our own
campuses itwould still be advisable to hold a policy that addresses anti-Semitism 
on campus, provides a workable definition of anti-Semitism and gives guidance on 
what steps can be taken to combat this particularly odious form of hatred.

That UUSU should adopt the latest version of the IHRA definition on Antisemitism:

“Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred 
toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of antisemitism are directed 
toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish 
community institutions and religious facilities.”

That all forms of racism and oppression are abhorrent and should be
uncompromisingly opposed with as much effort and energy as can be mustered. 

That anti-Semitism is a specific form of racism, relating to Jews and Judaism.

That anti-Jewish oppression is the system of ideas passed down through a
society's institutions to enable scapegoating of Jews, and the ideological or 
physical targeting of Jews that results from that. 



STUDENT COUNCIL BELIEVES (CONTINUED):

That the definition of anti-Semitism has been debated and disputed as a result of 
political influences relating to the Israel-Palestine conflict. 

That anti-oppression ethics, coupled with a thorough understanding that multiple 
oppressions can manifest at one time and are often complex and multi-layered, is 
crucially important in our efforts to acknowledge anti-Semitism as still being a 
major problem in society today. 

That anti-Semitism includes, but is not limited to: 

i. Questioning the loyalty of Jews to their state of citizenship simply on the
basis of their Jewish identity, which includes claims that Jews as a collective or a 
community engage in efforts to subvert or mislead the general population, as 
well as the claim that Jews are more loyal to the state of Israel than their country 
of citizenship, is an anti-Semitic position to hold. 

ii. Claiming or making any effort to create a reality in which Jews do not have
the same rights as any other religious, cultural or ethnic group, including the 
right to free speech, free practice of religion, free use of native languages i.e. 
Hebrew, Yiddish, Ladino, etc.) and self-determination. 

iii. Denying, trivialising and misconstruing the Nazi Holocaust. This includes
denying the fact, scope, method, or motivation for the genocide of six million 
Jews at the hands of the National Socialist regime. It also includes the accusation 
that Jews or the state of Israel have fabricated, cause or over-exaggerated the 
Holocaust.

iv. Calling for, aiding or justifying the killing or harming of Jews for the sake of
their Jewish religion, ethnicity or identity. 

v. Making mendacious, dehumanising, demonising, or stereotypical allegations
about Jews as Jews or for being Jewish. This includes accusations of Jewish 
control of the world, of our political structures and government, the media, as 
well as blaming Jews collectively for imagined and real atrocities. 

vi. ‘Equating Jews or maliciously equating Jewish organisations and the policy
of the state of Israel with the Nazi Regime. This includes, but is not limited to 
equating Zionism with Nazism and claiming that ‘History is repeating itself’ 
with regards to the Nazi Holocaust and the state of Israel. This also includes 
using Jewish symbols and religious imagery alongside Nazi symbols and 
imagery. However, this does NOT necessarily include reasonable analogies 
between historical events’.



STUDENT COUNCIL BELIEVES (CONTINUED):

vii. Using Jewish symbols to antagonize, harass, and intimidate Jewish
students.

viii. Assuming that because a person is Jewish that they will automatically
hold particular political views and positions regarding Zionism and Israel; 

ix. Demanding a Jewish person or group of Jews collectively to present an
opinion or position on the Israel- Palestine conflict and where those demands 
are often aggressive, intimidating and harassing; 
x. Labelling Jews that hold differing political positions on Zionism and Israel
as ‘kapos’, ‘self-hating Jews’ or ‘traitors’; 

xi. Deliberately using terms ‘Zio’ and ‘Zionist’ as pejorative terms of abuse in
order to isolate and attack Jewish students and members of Jewish 
communities. 

That criticism of the Israeli government, its policies and actions are not inherently 
anti-Semitic and neither is reasoned criticism of Zionism and its impact in 
Palestine and upon the Palestinian people.

STUDENT COUNCIL RESOLVES:

The UUSU, including the entire Student Executive, is mandated to publicly 
oppose actions on campus that are antiSemitic based on the aforementioned 
definitions. 

The Student Executive will ensure all anti-Semitic incidents aimed at or 
perpetrated by Ulster University students either verbal, physical or online are 
dealt with swiftly and effectively in conjunction with the university and, if 
appropriate or requested by the victim, the Police Service of Northern Ireland.

The Students Executive is mandated to work with relevant university staff in order 
to address racism and antiSemitism on campus and methods to alleviate it. 

The work of organisations such as Jewdas, the NUS and Union of Jewish 
Students is consulted when developing work against anti-Semitism so as to 
ensure resources are provided to help Students to understand the nuances and 
fully comprehend these policies. 



STUDENT COUNCIL RESOLVES (CONTINUED):

The pamphlet of April Rosenblum is viewed as a key resource and made available 
(once permissions have been sought and granted) for students to access on the 
UUSU Website under a section specifically designed to tackle all forms of racism, 
including anti-Semitism, in order that the Union might better promote and 
enhance legitimate debate regarding the morality, problems and human rights 
issues surrounding international conflicts whilst also remaining resolutely 
committed to opposing the manifestation of illegitimate and illegal acts of anti-
Jewish oppression on campus. 
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